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SUMMARY
CORPORATE
•

A Managing Director, Mr Terry Kallis, was appointed on 1 May 2006 to guide the
business through its next stages of development toward large-scale, base load,
zero emission power.

•

An independent economic model and pre-feasibility study for the highly
prospective Paralana Geothermal site is scheduled for completion in August 2006.

•

Geothermal exploration Joint Venture opportunities are being discussed with a
number of interested third parties.

OPERATIONS
•

The Paralana geothermal test well was successfully extended from 500 metres
to 1807 metres in depth. The drilling program went to plan, budget and
schedule, achieving all of its objectives.

•

Temperature logging is expected to be completed in early August 2006.

•

A review of geothermal opportunities elsewhere in Australia and overseas
commenced. Current focus in Australia includes Victoria and Queensland.

CORPORATE ACTIVITIES
The Board of Petratherm announced the appointment of Mr Terry Kallis as Managing
Director of Petratherm effective from 1st May 2006. Mr Kallis has joined Petratherm
following a very successful and highly regarded career in the Australian electricity
industry both as a consultant and senior executive. The appointment of Mr Kallis comes
at a time when Petratherm is looking to build on its initial excellent exploration results,
towards the development of large-scale, base-load, zero emission power.
The pre-feasibility study and economic model of the Paralana Geothermal site is now
scheduled for completion in August 2006. Ultra Systems Technology (UST), together
with their sub-consultants, international engineering firm GHD and SA electricity
transmission network owner, ElectraNet, completing the final stages of the key
assumptions and computer modeling required for the economic assessment of the
Paralana geothermal site. The economic assessment will analyze both small-scale (5 – 10
MW) and large-scale (250 to 500 MW) options.
Discussions have continued with a number of third parties regarding potential Joint
Venture opportunities for Paralana.

OPERATIONS
Paralana Project (GEL's 156, 178, 180)
Paralana Geothermal Well Completed Successfully
Drilling of the Paralana Geothermal Test Well 130 kilometres east of the main electricity
grid at Leigh Creek in South Australia has been successfully completed. The drilling
program went to plan, budget and schedule, achieving all its objectives.
The well was drilled to a total depth of 1807 metres, in order to determine individual
temperature gradients through sequences of highly variable Cambrian aged rock strata
and then into a representative section of more homogenous older Adelaidean rock strata
below. The well has been secured with steel casing to ensure the long term stability of the
hole, and will be maintained for potential future use as a seismic monitoring location in
the event that fracture stimulation of the deeper geothermal resource is required as part of
the geothermal production scheme.
Preliminary temperature measurements taken after the first casing string was inserted at
1442 metres indicated that the rate of temperature increase is in line with the Company’s
original target expectations to produce economical electricity generation, that being
resource temperatures of 200 degrees Celsius or more at approximately 3.5 kilometres
depth.

Whilst temperature data is still to be captured for the lower section of the well, the rock
strata in this interval is pre-dominantly fine-grained shale and is expected to have good
insulating properties.
Now that drilling operations have ceased, the well will approach thermal equilibrium
with the surrounding rock strata. Measurement of the bottom hole temperature, and
temperature gradient will be taken and this will enable detailed assessment of the thermal
resource at Paralana. The Company plans to report on these findings in early August
2006.
Paralana Geothermal Production Well - Progress Update
The Company has begun well engineering studies to drill its first production well at
Paralana. Several large rigs in the region are capable of drilling the planned well of
approximately 3.5 kilometres depth and negotiations are underway to secure one of these
rigs.
Historical seismic and drill data along with rock stress analysis captured from the first
phase of drilling indicate the well should not present any unusual technical challenges.
The chances of an over pressured sequence and/or the presence of hydrocarbons is
deemed extremely un-likely and assessment of likely formation stability is excellent. For
this reason drilling costs should be at a minium, directly comparable to standard oil well
costs of around $3,000,000 to $4,000,000 for a well of 3.5 kilometres depth.
Paralana Power Plant Development – Update
As part of the Paralana economic feasibility study (being undertaken by UST) the
Company has been investigating the optimum development path. Paralana is favourably
located just 11 kilometres from the Beverley Uranium Mine, 40 kilometres from the offgrid Arkaroola Tourist Village and 80 kilometres from 33 KV grid connection at
Nepabunna. Studies to see how to best service these local markets are being undertaken.
The Paralana resource is potentially very large. Simple energy calculations based on
thermal models indicate the resource could support up to 13,000 MW of power output
over a twenty year period if fully utilized. The Olympic Dam expansion is expected to
require significant power increases from its current 130 MW to around 500 MW. To
supply this demand from Paralana one option being considered is a high voltage line to
Olympic Dam from Paralana via the Leigh Creek power node. An alternative option also
for consideration is a high voltage line from Paralana directly to Port Augusta (supplying
through the national electricity market). Refer Figure above.

Callabonna Project (GEL’s 157,179)
A highly encouraging temperature gradient of 68oC per kilometre was returned from the
Phase-1 geothermal drill program at Callabonna in September 2005. This result falls
within the Company’s target expectations to produce economically viable base-load
electricity. A Magneto-telluric test survey was conducted in late June 2006. The survey

has mapped the top of the granite heat engine, below the sub-surface insulator and will be
utilised as an aid for later potential drill testing.

Figure - Possible power development options for Paralana and transmission grid nodes.

Queensland
The second round of tenders for geothermal tenements in Queensland are expected in late
2006. The Company is currently undertaking prospectivity assessments and will consider
lodging tenders for geothermal tenements where those prospects are consistent with the
Company’s Exploration Model.

Victoria
The State of Victoria has been divided up into 10,000km2 blocks, with licence tenders
opening on the 14th April 2006. Tenders close 11 October 2006 and prospectivity
assessments are currently underway.
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